Music Criticism and the Exposition
Internationale Universelle de 1900 *
Lesley Wright
What people ... do in such a fair is to stroll, to be a flâneur, and what they stroll between
are signs of different cultures. Therefore, whether they are locals or visitors from outside
the city hosting the fair, they are acting as tourists, gazing upon the signs of different
cultures. People can do in an afternoon what otherwise takes a lifetime: gaze upon and
collect signs of dozens of different cultures—the built environment, cultural artefacts,
meals and live, ethnic entertainment.1
From 14 April to 12 November 1900 Paris hosted the largest international exposition ever seen
up to that time. Just under fifty-one million visitors came to ‘tour the world’ via the exhibits of
more than forty nations. The French government wanted the visitors to take home an
appreciation of the host nation—respect for her culture (the âme française) and for her political
might (manifested in the colonial empire)—as well as an understanding of artistic and
technological progress of the previous century. Tourists, both French and foreign, would have
the opportunity to compare the exhibits of participating nations and in this way establish
relative rankings.2 And so a splendid retrospective art exhibit and an extensive series of concerts
surveyed the French tradition in the arts while the impressive pavilions of the French colonies
in Southeast Asia, Africa and North Africa attested to the nation’s wealth and power as well
as her genius for administration and education.3 In the theatres attached to these pavilions
indigenous peoples provided live ethnic entertainment for the flâneurs.4
The Exposition was also a grand amusement park with shopping, restaurants and popular
diversions. Commercial ventures featured jugglers and contortionists, carnival-type rides, and
* Parts of this paper were delivered in an earlier version at the international colloquium, ‘From Musical
Exoticism to World Music’ in July 2000 at City University of London. I would like to thank William Malm,
J. Scott Miller, James Brandon, Sandra Davis and Yoko Kurokawa for sharing their expertise and materials
on Japanese music.
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cafe-concerts. Exotic attractions like panoramas, ethnic restaurants, snake charmers and belly
dancers were sometimes due to private enterprise instead of the state. Music critic Pierre Lalo
complained that he was constantly besieged by music of all sorts. Even when he was trying to
have a cup of tea, a potpourri from Faust or Cavalleria rusticana assaulted him or a fake gypsy
played variations on the Rakocsky March. ‘Overall,’ he sniffed, ‘the Exposition of 1900 does
not offer its visitors as many little musical treats as its predecessors, where the various cafes of
Tripoli, Morocco, Laos and elsewhere let those who so desired it sample many a subtle rhythm
and many a bizarre tune.’5
The tourist’s experience at the Exposition of 1900 would not have been complete without
gathering up unfamiliar sights and sounds and tastes, essential to creating a sense of having
left home. John Urry summarized the characteristics of the tourist’s gaze as follows: ‘Places
are chosen to be gazed upon because there is an anticipation, especially through daydreaming
and fantasy of intense pleasures, either on a different scale or involving different senses from
those customarily encountered.’6
The ‘Porte Binet’ at the Place de la Concorde marked the beginning of this world tour,
evoking daydreams of far-away places with its minarets that mimicked the architecture in the
French North African colonies.7 At the same entrance the importance of the feminine to the
success of this enterprise was also symbolized by a statue mounted on a dome above the
arches of the gate. There, instead of Liberty or Peace, stood La Parisienne, in her couturierdesigned dress. Even if they were less prominently displayed than in 1889, exotic music, dancers
and musicians fed the fantasy hinted at by the design of the gate. Though the flâneurs had
tired of belly dancers, they still appreciated the slender grace of Javanese dancers; but in 1900
they were particularly drawn to Japan’s geishas, the ‘jolies bibelots-femmes’8 who gave life to
the characters of Pierre Loti’s novels and to the Japanese prints that were so widely collected
in the later nineteenth century. Most notable among them was Mme Sada Yakko, an
accomplished actress/dancer/musician, who entranced both Tout-Paris and other tourists as
she danced and died several times a day on the stage of Loie Fuller’s art nouveau theater.
The organizers in 1895 had designated education the most important category for
organizing the tourism at the Exposition (it was lauded as the source of all ‘progress,’ a buzzword
of the Third Republic); next in importance came the arts, not commerce, to display the nation’s
accomplishments.9 Their prominence is a logical extension of trends evident in earlier Parisian
exhibitions (1867, 1878, 1889).
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Despite Eugène de Solenière’s timely, if impossibly ambitious, proposal to include an
abundant display of music in the Exposition,10 the Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine Arts
waited until December 1899 to set up a commission charged with organizing a series of official
orchestral, chamber music and organ concerts on the Exposition grounds with the aim of
educating the tourist to the history of French music.11 This commission’s membership included
all those who had ‘arrived’ in French musical circles—all the composers of the Institute plus a
substantial sampling of Conservatoire officials.12 They knew this task was politically sensitive,
for musical style was changing rapidly and musicians were already factionalized by both
politics and educational philosophy.13
The approximately sixty excerpts that showcased the âme française in the grand official
concerts of orchestral/choral music received by far the most attention in the press,14 though
some music critics appear to have resolutely taken their summer vacations despite all the
music at the Trocadéro.15 Perhaps because the Commission wanted tight control over the
musical image presented to that summer’s tourists, the official, national events offered few
premieres. On 31 May, however, the first concert of orchestral music did present a brand new
cantata. Le Feu céleste, by Camille Saint-Saëns, honored electricity (a symbol of the nineteenthcentury progress).16 The press kept a tally sheet on the composers, genres and specific pieces
10
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chosen for the official programs and made gradually more caustic comments as the summer
progressed. Some lobbied for their own favorite composers, inexplicably left out or represented
by the wrong piece or the wrong genre. In October Lalo dismissed the official programs as
having no overall logic at all; each work was like ‘a flower in a pot’ with ‘no order of any sort,
as if there were no historic periods, no evolution, and no schools in our music; [the commission
considered] each work as an isolated phenomenon.’17 Adolphe Jullien suggested maliciously
that the amount of time allotted to each composer stood in inverse proportion to his personal
merit.18 The consensus was that politics within the musical world and the wish to placate all
factions had damaged the effort to present the nation’s musical image to the Exposition tourists.
All the same music critics who wrote on the official French concerts gave space to most or
all of the visiting foreign groups. By ‘foreign’ the critics were referring to the other Europeans
who sent orchestras or choruses. The government had officially invited applications by foreign
concert societies in the same decree that set up the official French concert series,19 and asked
that they concentrate on their own national music.20 Critics agreed that these nations, largely
from northern Europe, had only immature national traditions, and generally advised them to
stop imitating Mendelssohn or Wagner and to turn to their folk traditions so that they could
better connect with their national ‘soul.’21 Donning French garb was not tolerated either; for
example, Norwegian Johan Halvorsen’s Oriental Suite was judged ‘triste,’ even if it competently
borrowed harmony, rhythm and orchestration that evoked memories of Massenet’s Roi de
Lahore (‘L’Orient en musique norvégienne...non ça ne va pas.’).22 Only Austrians and Germans
were accorded an elevated status as bearers of a concert tradition equal to the French—not
surprising given the veneration for Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Wagner in late nineteenthcentury France.
Still, before the Vienna Philharmonic under Gustav Mahler gave its three concerts that
June, an article in Le Figaro seems to have tweaked French pride and added an edge to later
critical commentary. This piece, designed to arouse interest in the ticket-buying public, claimed
that the ‘marvelous’ Vienna Philharmonic was probably the ‘most perfect’ orchestra currently
in existence. It then credited Mahler’s ‘extraordinary’ conducting with piously preserving a
German performance tradition in his tempi and interpretation of Mozart, Beethoven and
Wagner.23 More than one Parisian critic found the Philharmonic’s woodwinds harsh, heavy
and inferior to the French sound in general and to the winds of the Concerts du Conservatoire
17
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orchestra in particular. (Under Paul Taffanel, the latter served as France’s official orchestra of
the Exposition and was also at the disposition of visiting conductors from countries who chose
not to send their own orchestras.) As for Mahler’s interpretation of Mozart and Beethoven, they
quibbled that some tempi were not right and his interpretations, though perceptive, were too
intellectualized and personal.24 Still, the military precision of the ensemble could not go unnoticed.
Lalo wondered whether it resulted from years of discipline under Richter (Mahler’s predecessor)
or whether it might even be a manifestation of tendencies natural in the German race.25
During the Exposition, Édouard Colonne and his orchestra essayed an ambitious concert
series of ‘French,’ ‘foreign,’ and ‘popular’ music in a large room at Au Vieux Paris, one of the
numerous commercial venues at the Exposition.26 Colonne’s publicity claimed that he was
doing works of ‘all schools and all nationalities’ in these close to 190 concerts. Still, his ‘world’
consisted of European nations only.27 Alfred Bruneau’s official report on the music of the
Exposition also ignored non-European lands and their music. While some of his contemporaries
did find virgin territories in the scales and timbres of the Far East, as they had in 1889, most
critics ignored them. After all, to quote Julien Tiersot, ‘Since Europe has always been the
principal centre of human civilization, it is quite evident that the music practiced there has
acquired a superiority that the peoples in other parts of the world have not been able to
achieve.’28 Pierre Lalo of Le Temps was one of the few regular music critics to deal with nonEuropean music, though he preferred to spend most of this feuilleton talking about the Russian
balalaika orchestra since he felt that it was ‘rather civilized and refined.’29 Then he adopted
the manner of a flâneur and strolled casually through the music of the various Egyptian, Turkish
and Persian theatres. He found it inferior—barbarous, noisy and incoherent. For the music of
the Orient, he granted a bit more sophistication, but with pleasure so intermittent that he
decided it was not worth the effort to understand it—‘let’s not overdo it,’ he said, to close his
article.
Though produced by ‘inferior’ or ‘intermediate’ races/cultures (as French colonial/racial
theorists Joseph-Arthur de Gobineau, Hippolyte Taine, Ernest Renan, and Gustave Le Bon
ranked aborigines, Africans, and Asians),30 non-European music was important to the success
of the Exposition because it functioned as the sign of ‘otherness’ and could be collected by the
tourist. According to Le Bon the arts were particularly easy to interpret as a measure of the
soul of a race, which determined destiny, beliefs, and institutions—essentially all the main
features of a civilization.31
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Most who devoted space to exotic music wrote for fellow flâneurs who wanted the pleasure

of gazing on the unusual to confirm the illusion of world travel and to validate their belief
that they belonged to a superior culture. One of the more enthusiastic writers of this type,
André Hallays, even called his column in the Journal des débats ‘En Flânant.’ Two commentators,
Judith Gautier and Julien Tiersot, made notable efforts to serve as mediators across the racial/
cultural divide. They examined the exotic more closely for the satisfaction of more sophisticated,
contemplative travellers rather than for superficial tourists. Nonetheless, they, too, brought
with them a truly ethnocentric bias.
As in 1889, the 1900 Exposition presented living displays of indigenous people whose
colorful presence and performances helped reinforce the sense of ‘otherness’ and the correctness
of evolutionism.32 Ethnic parades were popular novelties for visitors and Parisians alike:
[T]he joyous parade of natives from our colonies with their costumes that are novel for
the public, their original and largely unexpected music, all had the most vivid success
yesterday evening. For my part, I know people who, resolved to dine at the Exposition
only once a week, chose Wednesday in order to be there from the moment the procession
is formed and the blacks begin their noisy, joyous promenade across the Trocadéro and
the Champ de Mars.33
A lavishly illustrated coffee table book designed as a tourist souvenir serves as a digest of
popular understanding of the Exposition’s meaning and baldly reveals the view of others that
underlay the French colonial mission civilatrice. At the Indochina exhibit its author Albert Quantin
was sure that he had spotted ‘no hostility hidden in the faces of this people used to successive
and heavy servitude for centuries, who could only see us as emancipators.’34 His text vaguely
echoes the then-current debate of the relative merits of assimilation versus association as the
basis of colonial policy.35 Regarding the inferior and intermediate races of the colonies, he asks:
Should we be content to use them with kindness or should we raise them en masse to
the European level? Sentimental enthusiasm is dangerous in this matter, and it would
certainly suffice not to put a barrier in the way of the blossoming of the elite’s potential
… Long centuries at a minimum will be necessary to efface the atavism of barbarism as
old as the world.36
32
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Not surprisingly, some of these attitudes spill over into the comments on the music at the
theatre of the Indo-Chinese pavilion. From the first performances on 29 June,37 genuine
Cambodian musicians played ‘vague chords,’ ‘intoned the verses of an interminable prayer’38
and beat out a ‘monotonous rhythm’ on their ‘primitive’ instruments to accompany the dancers
at 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10 pm.39 The press gave short shrift to the music, but focused on the supple
body movements and costume of the ravishing ballerina from the Paris Opéra, Cléo de Mérode.
Some proclaimed her pseudo-Cambodian dance ‘delicious,’ but aficionados of the truly exotic
disparaged this imperfect copy of the original. Photos of a lovely, petite Mlle Mérode show
her decked out in splendid Cambodian costume, including fake fingernails, but with feet (in
ballet shoes) in fully turned-out French ballet position (see Fig. 1).
Of the non-Western nations, Japan was treated the most respectfully. For one thing, the
taste for Japanese art and collectibles had become well established in the past thirty years.40
For another, Japan had shown its willingness to westernize its codes of law (to prepare for
negotiation with the West on equal footing) and to modernize the military. As a result she
easily defeated the Chinese army and navy in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894–95 and, during
the Exposition in the summer of 1900, would enter China with British, French, Russian, German
and American troops to rescue foreigners endangered by the Boxer Rebellion, a Chinese
nationalist uprising. The Japanese people under their mikado could be praised as different
from other Asians: intelligent and audacious, with a genius not just for the arts, but for
industry.41 Japan had become ‘the great yellow nation,’ a ‘strange mixture of perfect civilization
and fierce mysticism.’42 Japanese representatives in the tastefully appointed national pavilion
were characterized as impenetrable, little, yellow men, dressed in black, who might affect a
wish to please but should still be seen as objects of suspicion.43 Japanese women, on the other
hand, embodied the dream of the exotic female for the tourists: they were characterized as
dolls, birds, cats or other small, defenseless animals (a verbal convention perhaps set up by
Loti’s novels).44 Even the flâneurs did wonder occasionally at the gaze of these gentle, smiling
creatures, who were thought to find the ‘gapers’ who filed in front of them quite ridiculous.45
Twelve geishas were an important part of a living travelogue, ‘Le Panorama du Tour du
Monde,’ an exotic theatre that opened in late June 1900 to whisk those willing to pay an extra
1 franc 50 through Spain, Greece, Constantinople, Syria, Egypt, India, Ceylon, Cambodia,
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Figure 1. Cléo de Mérode. Photograph by Reutlinger, Le Théâtre 3.41 (September 1900): 21
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China and Japan via an animated diorama. ‘Those who enjoy the strange and unexpected will
be served what they wish. They will see the dreams evoked by reading Pierre Loti’s books
realized before their very eyes. Japanese and Javanese women will vie with one another with
their grace and charm, next to Chinese and Hindus with their stupefying exercises. Each
performance will be enhanced by cinematic projections.’46 The Japanese dancers, singers and
instrumentalists, with their ‘spiritual eyes’ and symbolic names like ‘Miss Weeping Willow,’
were eminently marketable.47
The most remarked upon of all the exotic entertainments, however, were the foreshortened
kabuki dramas adapted for Western tastes by Otojiro Kawakami’s Imperial Theatre Troupe,
the first to tour outside of Japan. Its star actress, Sada Yakko, incarnated what the French
wanted from japonisme and inflamed the curiosity of Tout-Paris. Full-page portraits of Sada
Yacco (Sada Yakko) by Nadar appeared in several illustrated magazines, including La Revue
illustrée and Le Théâtre, which featured another Nadar image of the Japanese actress in costume
for her role in La Ghésha et le Chevalier (see Fig. 2 & 3).48 The whole package catered to the
tourist’s hunger for fantasy—sumptuous costumes, graceful dances, strange harmony and
melody, realistic poses, and stylized death. This remarkably talented former geisha, Sada Yakko
(1872–1945), capitalized on the perception of Japan as refined and mysterious, yet somehow
barbaric under a smoothly applied veneer.49 Though she was an accomplished koto player,
the audience was touched more by the music in the voice (a ‘voice like a fearful child, or a
wounded bird’) of this ‘cute doll of silk, gold and flame.’50 Japanese theatre music, on the
other hand, made an impression on far fewer because it functioned largely as an accompaniment
and was so different from Western music in aesthetic, timbre, texture and tonal system.51
Like the rest of Tout-Paris (including the literary symbolists, visual artists, and stars of
theatre and dance) Judith Gautier (1845–1917), who rivalled Loti in her success with exotic
46
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Chaque représentation sera agrémentée par des projections cinématographiques.’
47
Exposition universelle 1900, Le Panorama ns 13 (Paris: L. Baschet, 1900) n.p.
48
See La Revue illustrée (15 November 1900): n.p.; Le Théâtre 3.44 (October 1900): 9. The importance of Sada
Yakko and her husband, Otojiro Kawakami, to the reform and modernization of Japanese theatre has
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Balancing Yin and Yang,’ The Drama Review 43.2, t. 162 (Summer 1999): 15–53 and also Jonah Salz, ‘Otojiro
Kawakami and Sada Yakko: International reformers,’ diss. (Master’s, Performance Studies), New York U,
1985, and the article he based on this work ‘Intercultural Pioneers: Otojiro Kawakami and Sada Yakko,’
Journal of Intercultural Studies 20 (1993): 25–74. There were two more tours of the West (1901–02, 1907–08).
On the 1901–02 tour (again with Loie Fuller), Sada Yakko’s performance greatly impressed Puccini, then
in the process of writing Madama Butterfly. See Arthur Groos, ‘Cio-Cio-San and Sadayakko: Japanese Music
Theatre in Madama Butterfly,’ Monumenta Nipponica 54.1 (Spring 1999): 41–73. On this tour Otto Abraham
and Erich von Hornbostel studied the musical performances of the Kawakami troupe in Berlin. See their
essay ‘Tonsystem und Musik der Japaner,’ SIMG 4.2 (1902): 302–60.
49
For an extensive account of the geisha in Paris, see Shelley C. Berg, ‘Sada Yacco in London and Paris,
1900: Le Rêve réalisé,’ Dance Chronicle 18.3 (1995): 343–404.
50
Arsène Alexandre, ‘Théâtre de la Loïe Fuller,’ Le Théâtre 3.41 (September 1900): 16–18.
51
Danièle Pistone, in ‘Les conditions historiques de l’exotisme musical français,’ RIMF 6.2 (November
1981): 11–22, suggests that it became gradually easier toward the end of the nineteenth century to absorb
scales and musical systems from elsewhere because the Western tonal system was losing its force. Until
that point the use of any material from the far East tended to be reductionist pentatonicism. For comments
on non-Western music from 1900, see Georges Servières, ‘L’Exotisme musical à l’Exposition de 1900,’ Le
Guide musical 46.42 (1900): 743–45, where he reviews the first five booklets by Judith Gautier and Louis
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Figure 2. Sada Yacco (Sada Yakko). Photograph by Nadar, Le Théâtre 3.44 (October 1900): 1
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Figure 3. Sada Yakko as La Ghésha. Photograph by Nadar, Le Théâtre 3.44 (October 1900): 9
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novels, visited Loie Fuller’s theater.52 As in 1889, she collaborated with her friend, composer
Louis Benedictus, to produce pamphlets for the curious to learn a bit more about ‘bizarre’
music.53 She concentrated in her preface to La Musique japonaise: Les Danses de Sada-Yacco on
the dialogue for the plays the troupe most often performed and devoted only half of one page
to the music itself. There she confined her comments to ethnocentric statements such as ‘One
hears nothing but thin scrapings, strangled voices and yowlings of distress.’
Writing for the music paper Le Ménestrel, Tiersot (1857–1926) made more effort to approach
the unfamiliar music than did Gautier, who was a non-musician more interested in the overall
impression than in the detailed reality.54 Yet after all his reading of scholarly works on Japanese
theatre, scanning printed collections of Japanese music, interviewing and observing the
musicians, transcribing the dances of the geishas and analyzing the theatrical presentations of
the Kawakami troupe, Tiersot could ‘hear’ but still could not appreciate the object of his study:
‘the music of Japan is far from having achieved the high level that the other arts (painting,
sculpture and architecture) have.’55
The various commentators who wrote about the music at the Exposition used different
tactics to evaluate aesthetic value. The true competition, of course, took place between ‘superior,’
white European cultures who had evolved into a position of leadership, reinforced their might
through technology, and simply confirmed this pre-eminent ranking with their cultural
products. (French writers made it clear that French and Austro-German art music stood at the
pinnacle of civilized human achievements). They also made the case that the younger concert
traditions of other European nations had potential, but were still imperfect in reflecting their
national souls—sometimes betraying their indebtedness to French and German models. While
popular Western music was present, largely in commercial ventures, critics ignored it almost
entirely. Music of the colonies and other non-European nations did not merit the attention of
music critics either, since these traditions reflected the ‘inferior’ or ‘intermediate’ stage of
evolution among the races. Still, such music had its function at an international exposition, for
it provided a means to escape bourgeois reality, to evoke the impression of travel to another
place and to bring unrefined vitality to the jaded ear of the European tourist—all this without
the danger, effort or expense of actual world travel. If the tourist’s attention to the exotic
music was often distracted by the graceful bodies of women who danced to its unusual sounds,
so much the better. Together these signs of ‘otherness’ pleased the eye, intrigued the ear, and
inspired the daydream. What more pleasant way to be transported to distant realms in 1900
than to see Loti’s heroines and Hokusai’s images come to life on a summer afternoon.
52
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universelle de 1889,’ Cahiers Debussy ns 1 (1977): 25–37, and on Tiersot, Jean-Paul Montagnier, ‘Julien
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